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Imprudence and Intergenerational
Injustice: The Ongoing Vices of
Opting for Nuclear Fueled Electricity

Jame Schaefer*
Department of Theology, Marquette University
Milwaukee, WI

Abstract: Despite the U.S. government’s failure to isolate from the biosphere
the highly radioactive spent fuel that has been accumulating at nuclear power
plants for sixty years, some governmental officials, scientists, nuclear
industrialists, and environmentalists are urging increased reliance on nucleargenerated electricity as part of the strategy to mitigate global warming. An
ethical analysis of their proposal is warranted, and one promising approach is
the theologically grounded process of making prudent decisions like those
that Thomas Aquinas outlined and explained in the thirteenth century.
Following his detailed method of discovering the facts, identifying a justifiable
course of action, and commanding its implementation, it can be concluded
that adding more nuclear capacity to our nation’s energy mix is imprudent
and will produce intergenerational injustice until the isolation of the spent fuel
at existing plants is underway and space is assured for the spent fuel
removed from new nuclear reactors. The primary motivation for converting
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from the ongoing national vices of imprudence and intergenerational injustice
to a nation characterized by the virtues of prudence and justice is love for
others when expressed and demonstrated inclusively.

Introduction
In the aftermath of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, the United States
government promoted and facilitated converting the war atom into
“atoms for peace” by generating electricity that would be “too cheap to
meter.”1 However, from the moment the first nuclear power plant
began operating in 1958, it also began yielding highly radioactive
spent fuel for which disposition was promised in the future. Among the
anticipated solutions was reprocessing the spent fuel to recover the
unused uranium and plutonium for recycling in more advanced nuclear
reactors and solidifying the reprocessed waste stream for eventual
burial in geological formations or deep ocean beds.2 Plans deferred
reprocessing “indefinitely” with the hope of stalling the proliferation of
nuclear weapons.3 Focus was placed subsequently on identifying a
place for isolating the highly radioactive spent fuel from the biosphere.
All attempts have failed.
Thus, the spent fuel remains in increasing quantities in storage
pools of nuclear power plants around the country.4 Many pools have
been reconfigured to place the spent fuel assemblies more closely
together so they can be offloaded from nuclear reactors when new fuel
is needed, and insufficient space in those storage pools has prompted
the utilities to put older assemblies in silos on concrete slabs outside
where cooling and radioactive decay can continue. The federal
government’s failure to remove the spent fuel from the reactor sites
contributed to the electric utilities’ lack of interest in constructing more
nuclear power plants for three decades.5 However, the major reason
for their lack of interest was economic—escalating costs of building,
operating, and decommissioning the plants. They never reached the
“too cheap to meter” status.6 Also contributing at least indirectly to the
utilities’ lack of interest was the public reaction to the accident at the
Three Mile Island nuclear plant in Middleton, Pennsylvania in 1979.
After a hiatus of thirty years, the desire for energy selfsufficiency and the reality of human-forced climate change have
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rekindled interest in nuclear generated electricity. President Obama
announced in February 2010 that nuclear should be part of the U.S.
energy mix and taxpayers would guarantee the utilities’ loans for
constructing two nuclear reactors in the State of Georgia. Of course,
this decision also guarantees that additional highly radioactive spent
fuel will be added to the inventory that has been accumulating at
nuclear plants for approximately sixty years. Though the radioactivity
that was released accidentally from the Fukushima Dai-ichi nuclear
plant in 2011 emanated from its spent fuel storage pools, causing
havoc in Japan and prompting reactions in other countries that rely
upon nuclear-fueled electricity, political interest in building more
nuclear plants in the U.S. persists; some utilities have sought
government aid, and the nuclear industry is proffering nuclear as the
primary option for replacing fossil-fueled electricity. The two nuclear
reactors for which President Obama guaranteed loans were licensed for
construction by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) in
February 2012—the first new reactors to receive approval since 1978.
Several more have been proposed.
As President Obama and other officials promote additional U.S.
reliance on and financial support for nuclear fueled electricity as part
of the national strategy for minimizing emissions from burning fossil
fuels, environmental ethicists should also consider the ethical
implications of constructing more nuclear plants while highly
radioactive spent fuel continues to accumulate at existing facilities.
Kristin Shrader-Frechette has been a pioneer in underscoring the
injustice of exposing children, Native Americans, and other vulnerable
minorities to health risks at various stages of the nuclear fuel cycle.7
In another impressive monograph, this eminent biologist, philosopher,
and ethicist focused on the injustice to future generations if highly
radioactive spent fuel is deposited in any geological formation despite
inevitable uncertainties about containing their radioactivity for the
requisite hundreds of thousands of years.8 Shrader-Frechette
subsequently countered interest in nuclear-generated electricity as a
means for mitigating the climate crisis by pointing convincingly to the
release of fossil fuel emissions at every stage of the nuclear fuel cycle
and the high costs of nuclear energy and by arguing for energy
efficiency strategies and renewable energy sources as the least
expensive, most effective, and ethically justifiable approach to meeting
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the future energy needs of the U.S.9 The aftermath of the Fukushima
accident, threats of terrorist attacks at nuclear facilities,10 and the new
strategy announced by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) for
addressing the disposition for radioactive spent fuel further warrant
our ethical consideration about adding more nuclear generated
electricity to the U.S. energy mix.
Thus, I hope to stimulate conversation among environmental
ethicists by sharing an approach to addressing this conundrum—the
theologically grounded process of making prudent decisions that
Thomas Aquinas outlined and explained in the thirteenth century.11
This step-by-step discernment process concludes to proscribing the
radioactive spent fuel from the biosphere is operating so future
generations are spared the risks of exposure to a release of
radioactivity from the spent fuel accumulating at existing plants and
the burden of resolving a problem they did not create, nor from which
they receive any benefits. Though this conclusion is supported by
other ongoing safety, environmental, human health, and economic
issues, including the disposition of uranium-mine tailings and retired
nuclear reactors, I focus on the spent nuclear fuel removed from the
reactors and requiring permanent disposition.
I begin with a brief overview of Aquinas’s understanding of the
chief (cardinal) moral virtues and proceed to explore and apply his
explanation of the virtue of prudence to the issue of constructing more
nuclear power plants in the U.S. at this time. Because foresight is one
of the primary components of prudence, this sequential approach
opens to the virtue of justice, which has implications for how the virtue
of temperance can help and why the virtue of fortitude is essential.
Though I emphasize the usefulness of this process for individuals, I
move beyond Aquinas and others who think about virtues as
characteristics of individuals to thinking about virtuous individuals who
collaborate with one another to form communities that value, nurture,
and demonstrate virtuous behavior as a group. Among the actions of a
virtuous community is advocating a national conversion from
imprudence and intergenerational injustice to a virtuous nation that
requires an operating means for isolating the existing spent fuel before
any more nuclear power plants are approved for construction.
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The Moral Virtue Of Prudence
In his Summa Theologiae (ST) and Summa contra Gentiles
(SCG), Aquinas taught that a human person should be guided by the
moral virtues when acting to achieve good ends in this life.12 Whereas
the intellectual virtues perfect the power of reason in the human mind
and the theological virtues unite the person to God,13 the moral virtues
incline persons to follow the dictates of reason to achieve their
temporal good and the common good in this life while aiming for
eternal happiness with God. Aquinas cautioned that the moral virtues
are only innate to the individual potentially.14 They are like seeds that
are naturally present in human reason and must be cultivated.15 Once
perfected by and characteristic of the individual, the moral virtues
confer an aptness—a prompt will—to act correctly when making
decisions.16
Prudence, justice, temperance, and fortitude are the chief
virtues that incline humans to act morally to achieve good and avoid
evil in temporal life. The virtue of prudence inclines the person to act
rationally to achieve good,17 while justice, temperance, and fortitude
incline the human to act according to what prudence dictates. These
four interconnecting virtues have significance for deciding whether or
not to add more nuclear capacity to the U.S. energy mix at the present
time in order to mitigate human-forced climate change.
According to Aquinas, prudence is both an intellectual virtue18
and the chief moral virtue.19 The intellectual virtue of prudence exists
in the ability to reason, through which we can distinguish between
good and evil (speculative reasoning). As the chief moral virtue,
prudence inclines the person to choose the best action that achieves
good and avoids evil (practical reasoning).20 Thinking and acting
prudently are essential for living in the world, Aquinas insisted, and
their combined functioning as God intends yields a person who acts on
the basis of careful deliberations about the rightness and wrongness of
possible courses of action. Concluding to a course of action and acting
on it requires a three-step process: (1) seeking counsel by discovering
the facts and evidence about the decision to be made; (2) forming a
good judgment on the best action that achieves good and avoids evil;
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and (3) commanding that action correctly.21 He characterizes this
process as the habit of discretion.22

Seeking Counsel—Discovering the Facts
In this first step of prudent decision making, the individual or
community strives to discover appropriate actions that will achieve
good.23 Both the private good of the individual and the common good
of groups to which the individual belongs are to be considered. As
Aquinas explained, the good of the individual is impossible unless the
common good of others is assured; thus, the prudent individual
considers what is good for one’s self by being prudent about what is
good for many.24 Knowing the facts pertinent to the decision to be
made is, of course, key to this task. The requisite information includes
data pertaining to the nature of the spent fuel removed from nuclear
reactors, its ongoing storage at the reactor sites throughout the U.S.,
and current efforts underway. Also looming large in this step of
seeking counsel is the memory of the sixty-year history of scientific,
technical, and political failures by the federal government to provide a
means for isolating the spent fuel from the biosphere.

(1) “Spent” Nuclear Fuel
The fuel for most nuclear reactors functioning in the U.S. today
consists of pellets of ceramic uranium dioxide that are sealed in
hundreds of metal rods, bundled together to form a fuel assembly, and
placed in a reactor vessel where the uranium atoms fission and
produce heat that powers the turbines to generate electricity. When
the nuclear fuel in the reactors is no longer effectively sustaining a
chain reaction, the spent fuel is removed and fresh fuel is inserted.
The spent fuel that is removed is highly radioactive, thermally hot, and
potentially harmful to all forms of life. Technicians remove the
assemblies by remote control behind shields and place them in
concrete stainless steel-lined storage pools filled with water treated
with a boron compound that circulates throughout the pool to remove
the heat from the spent fuel. If borated water is not continuously
circulating in storage pools that are filled with spent nuclear fuel, the
rods could overheat and a Fukushima-type event could occur.
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According to the U.S. General Accountability Office (GAO) whose
staff conducts research requested by members of the House of
Representatives and Senate:
Spent nuclear fuel is considered one of the most hazardous
substances on earth. Without protective shielding, its intense
radioactivity can kill a person exposed directly to it within
minutes or cause cancer in those who receive smaller doses.
Although some elements of spent nuclear fuel cool and decay
quickly, becoming less radiologically dangerous, others remain
dangerous to human health and the environment for tens of
thousands of years.25
Because the spent fuel is highly hazardous, the NRC insists that it
“must be stored and finally disposed of in a way that provides
adequate protection of the public for a very long time.”26 How long is
“a very long time”? According to the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA), spent fuel must be isolated from humans for one million
years.27 That is a long, long time to assure containment in any manner
anywhere with any technology.
The most abundant radioactive material in spent fuel is uranium
238 which has a half-life28 of approximately 4.5 billion years. During
that time, U-238 decays through a series of steps beginning with the
emission of alpha particles accompanied by weak gamma rays and
ending in a stable form of lead. Ingestion of U-238 can lead to
increased cancer risk, liver damage, or both, and long-term chronic
intakes of uranium isotopes in food, water, or air can lead to internal
irradiation and/or chemical toxicity.29
Among the most hazardous radioactive isotopes in spent nuclear
fuel are strontium 90, cesium 137, and iodine 129 and 131.30 Sr-90
moves easily through the environment and the food chain during its
half-life of 29.10 years, emitting beta particles from moderate to
strong while decaying to other isotopes that concentrate in the bones
and the bone marrow. Internal exposure to Sr-90 is linked to bone
cancer, cancer of the soft tissue near the bone, and leukemia. Cs-137
also moves easily through the environment during its half-life of 30.17
years, emitting beta particles and relatively strong gamma rays and
decaying eventually to a non-radioactive form of barium. People can
be exposed externally to the gamma rays of Cs-137 by walking on
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contaminated soil and coming in contact with waste materials at
contaminated sites, exposed internally by breathing dust contaminated
with the isotope, drinking contaminated water, and/or eating
contaminated food which would expose bodily tissue to gamma and
beta radiation. If Cs-137 enters the body, it is distributed fairly
uniformly throughout the body’s soft tissues, resulting in exposure of
those tissues. Slightly higher concentrations are found in muscles,
while slightly lower concentrations are found in bone and fatty tissues.
Like all radionuclides, exposure to radiation from Cs-137 results in
increased risk of cancer. I-129 and I-131 have half-lives of 15.70
million years and eight days respectively. They can be inhaled as a gas
or ingested in water into which they dissolve, in food when the isotope
has settled on leafy vegetables, in milk produced by cows that eat
grass on which the isotope has deposited, and in fish. The iodines
concentrate in the thyroid glands of humans where they can cause
health problems, including thyroid cancer.31
Plutonium 239 is another highly carcinogenic radionuclide that is
produced in nuclear reactors and, due to its 24,100-year half-life, is
one of the reasons why the EPA requires spent fuel isolation for at
least a million years. Pu-239 is also dangerous because it is “most
useful in making nuclear weapons”32 when it is extracted from the
spent nuclear fuel. President Carter was most likely aware of this
nuclear proliferation threat when halting the reprocessing of spent fuel
in 1979.
When nuclear-fueled electricity plants were originally proposed,
constructed, and licensed for operation, the spent fuel was slated for
reprocessing to recover some of the uranium that could be used to
make new fuel while the wastes from reprocessing were slated for
disposition through a means to be determined in the future.
Reprocessing the spent fuel was proscribed primarily to minimize the
proliferation of nuclear weapons. As spent fuel storage pools filled to
capacity, they were re-racked to store more spent fuel assemblies
closer together in the pools. This dense storage eventually proved
inadequate to hold the spent fuel that had to be removed from the
reactors, so owners of the nuclear power plants began placing the
least hot and radioactive assemblies outside in dry casks on concrete
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slabs where the radioactivity continues to decay and the heat further
dissipates in the ambient air.

(2) Spent Fuel Storage Today
According to the latest figures released by the Congressional
Research Service, more than 67,000 metric tons of spent nuclear fuel
constituting approximately 174,000 assemblies were stored at
seventy-three sites where one hundred and four nuclear reactors are
operating in thirty-five states.33 Assuming that operating reactors
receive license extensions and no new reactors are built, this volume is
expected to more than double by 2055.34
Not surprisingly, approximately eighty percent of the spent
nuclear fuel from commercial nuclear power plants is stored east of the
Mississippi River at the sites of the reactors from which it was
generated. About seventy-three percent of this spent fuel is stored in
wet pools, while the remaining twenty-seven percent is stored outside
or in vaults.35 As the plants’ storage pools fill up, dry casks are used
increasingly.
This accumulation of spent fuel concerns Robert Alvarez, Senior
Scholar at the Institute for Policy Studies and former Senior Policy
Advisor to the U.S. Secretary of Energy on environmental issues
during the Clinton administration:
One thing, however, is clear, whether we like it or not: the
largest concentrations of radioactivity on the planet will remain
in storage at U.S. reactor sites for the indefinite future. In
protecting America from nuclear catastrophe, safely securing
the spent fuel by eliminating highly radioactive, crowded pools
should be a public safety priority of the highest degree.36
The Congressional Research Service anticipates storage of the
spent fuel at the reactor sites for a “potentially foreseeable future” that
spans three hundred years.37
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(3) Efforts Underway to Address Spent Fuel Disposition
The most recent effort to address the nagging question of spent
nuclear fuel isolation occurred when U.S. Secretary of Energy Steven
Chu established in 2010 a Blue Ribbon Commission on America’s
Nuclear Future. Former U.S. Congressman Lee Hamilton (Indiana) and
U.S. Army General Brent Scowcroft were appointed to chair the
commission and tasked to “provide advice, evaluate alternatives, and
make recommendations for ‘a new plan’ to manage the back end of
the nuclear fuel cycle in the United States.”38 Subcommittees
proceeded to research the available data, consult with experts, and
listen to comments at public hearings. Halfway through their
deliberations, the loss of coolant water in the reactors and spent fuel
pools at the Fukushima nuclear facility in Japan in March 2011 spurred
the commission’s efforts. According to members of the disposal
subcommittee, “the events at Fukushima underscore how important it
is to ensure that safe and secure interim storage for spent fuel and
high-level wastes is part of an integrated approach to nuclear waste
management.”39 The subcommittee members underscored in their
report to the commission the “ethical responsibility” for disposing of
spent nuclear fuel:
Throughout, our inquiry and our deliberations have reflected an
underlying conviction that this generation has an ethical
responsibility to begin implementing a durable, integrated
management strategy and practical solutions that will enable
disposal of spent nuclear fuel and high-level radioactive wastes.
If we do not—if more years and decades elapse while we do
nothing—we will have made a decision of another kind: a
decision to accept the continued accumulation of spent fuel at
many dozens of sites around the nation.40
In its final report to the Secretary of Energy, the Blue Ribbon
Commission emphasized the “urgent” need for “a new strategy . . .
because this generation has a fundamental ethical obligation to avoid
burdening future generations with the entire task of finding a safe
permanent solution for managing hazardous nuclear materials they
had no part in creating.”41
Clearly, the “decision of another kind . . . to accept the
continued accumulation of spent fuel” has been made repeatedly in the
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United States for sixty years. It has become a habit—the bad habit of
moving ahead with more nuclear power plants when permanent
disposal of the spent fuel is unavailable. A bad habit is nothing less
than a vice, a negative characteristic of the individual and, I think, of a
nation that fails to make prudent decisions and acts unjustly.
Obviously, the United States is guilty of two persistent vices—the vice
of imprudence and the vice of intergenerational injustice.
At least implicitly, the Blue Ribbon Commission recommended a
way out of continuing these vices pertaining to spent fuel disposition.
The members recommended a strategy with eight key elements which
include “prompt” concurrent efforts to develop one or more geologic
disposal facilities, one or more consolidated storage facilities to which
the spent fuel accumulating at the nuclear power plants would be
shipped, and a plan for the large-scale transport of the spent fuel to
consolidated storage and disposal facilities “when they become
available.”42 Two other recommendations by the commission that have
significance for this discussion are (1) establishing an approach to
siting future nuclear waste management facilities that would require
the consent of key parties affected and (2) giving authority to an
agency whose sole role is developing and implementing a nuclear
waste management plan.
Following the recommendations of the Blue Ribbon Commission,
the DOE announced the Obama administration’s plan to initiate the
selection of one or two geologic repository sites by 2026, the design
and licensing of at least one by 2042, and the repository constructed
and operating by 2048. The president’s plan also called for the
concurrent siting and development of facilities for receiving and storing
the spent fuel from the nuclear plants until a repository is available
and preparing for the eventual large-scale transport of the spent fuel
to consolidated storage and geological disposal facilities when they
become available.43 A bipartisan effort has been underway in the U.S.
Senate and the House of Representatives to establish a consolidated
spent fuel storage facility and to site a geologic repository concurrently.44 However, action was not taken on the Nuclear Waste
Administration Act of 2013 by the 113th Congress nor has the 114th
Congress acted on the Nuclear Waste Administration Act of 2015.
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The likelihood that consolidated spent fuel storage and a
geological repository would be established was questioned by the GAO
in its most recent review of the DOE’s plans to manage and isolate the
spent fuel from the biosphere. In April 2013, the GAO cautioned
members of a subcommittee of the House of Representatives that
“successfully resolving the issue of what to do with spent commercial
nuclear fuel will likely be a decades-long, costly, and complex
endeavor, which can be disrupted by changing views and unpredictable
funding.” Well aware of the history of the federal government’s failure
to isolate the spent fuel from the biosphere, the GAO encouraged
Congress to consider creating an independent organization that might
be “more effective” than the DOE for locating and developing a
permanent repository for the nation’s nuclear waste.45
Even if a repository is constructed and operating by 2048, more
delays in consolidating and storing the spent fuel are anticipated. The
GAO reports that “transportation planning could be a complex
endeavor, potentially taking ten years to reach agreement on
transportation routes and safety and security procedures.”46 The
Congressional Research Service expects that the rate of spent fuel
shipment would require “decades.”47 Among other causes of delay are
finding a state that is willing to cooperate and obstacles that a state
may erect to granting permissions essential for transporting the spent
fuel, locating a preferred site for consolidated storage, and providing
access to water and other services required to operate a storage
facility. Delays caused by local governments and opposition groups
may also be anticipated based on the past history of attempting to site
a geological repository.48
Planning to resolve a problem in thirty-five years that has not
been resolved for nearly sixty shifts to at least the next generation the
responsibility for assuring the safe management of the spent fuel at
nuclear power plants and attempting to isolate it from human contact
for hundreds of thousands of years. This intergenerational justice issue
may be lessened somewhat if some of the uncertainties about isolating
the radioactivity to which Shrader-Frecette refers are minimized.
However, the history of proposals for isolating these highly radioactive
materials from the biosphere, the identification of a favored way of
placing them in a geologic formation after considering other
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possibilities,49 and the many failed attempts to site a repository for
scientific, technical, and political reasons should temper anyone’s
confidence in the availability of a repository at any time in the near
future.50
Financial liabilities also loom among the risks and responsibilities
thrust upon the next generation or beyond to resolve impediments to
permanent spent fuel disposition. The federal government’s failure to
accept custody of the spent fuel accumulating at nuclear power plants
has cost taxpayers billions of dollars. As the GAO indicates, the total
liability remains uncertain until a final path toward disposition is
determined and the spent fuel is physically accepted by the DOE.51

(4) Remembering Past Failures
Integral to prudent decision making is remembering past events
that are pertinent to decisions to be made in the present. For Aquinas,
we are supposed to learn from the past.52 Having already gathered
evidence about the ongoing accumulation of highly radioactive spent
fuel at nuclear power plants, we look to the past to help discern the
level of confidence we can have in the federal government to provide
in forty years a process for isolating spent fuel that would be
generated by additional nuclear plants.
Despite the fact that the federal government recognized the
need to isolate high-level radioactive waste from the environment for
many thousands of years before the first commercial nuclear power
plant began operating in the United States, all efforts by agencies
entrusted with this task have failed. Furthermore, this responsibility
received relatively little attention from policymakers in the 1950s and
1960s, and the early regulators and developers of nuclear power
viewed disposal primarily as a technical problem that could be solved
when necessary by applying existing technology.53
The earliest responsibility for addressing radioactive waste
disposition was placed in the Atomic Energy Commission which had
asked the National Research Council of the National Academy of
Sciences in 1955 to identify geological formations in the United States
that might be suitable for high-level waste disposal. An advisory
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committee of the council reported that naturally occurring salt
formations were possibly the best geological formations for that
purpose. The commission began emplacing spent fuel in an abandoned
salt mine near Lyons, Kansas in 1965 to examine the effects of
radiation and heat on salt. After determining that salt was a suitable
storage medium, the experiment was ended, the spent fuel was
retrieved, and the commission announced that it would build a highlevel nuclear waste repository at the Lyons mine if further geologic
studies confirmed the site’s suitability. However, investigations over
the next two years concluded that there was a possibility of water
entry into the mine from numerous old oil and gas exploration holes
and from salt mining operations near the site that might result in
leakage of the radioactivity. Before these issues could be resolved
from a scientific and technical perspective, however, adverse public
and political reaction lead to the cancellation of the project in 1972.54
Subsequently, salt domes in Louisiana and the salt caverns near
Carlsbad, New Mexico were considered. The domes were eventually
ruled out due to their proximity to the U.S. petroleum reserves.
Emplacing highly radioactive waste near a valuable energy source was
considered too risky for several reasons, including the possibility that
the repository would be breached and radioactive nuclides released
when future generations search for oil.55 Public and state opposition
halted the continuation of federal interest in using the salt caverns for
spent fuel disposal.56
When the Atomic Energy Commission was split into the Energy
Research and Development Administration (ERDA) and the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) in 1974, the ERDA studied a wide array
of options for disposing of highly radioactive wastes and developing
temporary storage for spent fuel in a central location to await the
availability of a permanent solution for isolating it from the
environment. Interest in consolidated interim storage of spent fuel
continued when the ERDA was replaced by the DOE in 1977. Desiring
to increase the nation’s reliance on nuclear generated electricity and to
attend seriously to the U.S. government’s responsibility for isolating
the spent fuel from the environment, federal policymakers enacted
legislation in 1982 that required the DOE (1) to site, license, construct,
and operate repositories for the disposal of high-level radioactive
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waste by 1998, (2) to provide a limited amount of federal interim
storage capability, and (3) to study the need for and feasibility of
monitored retrievable storage.57 From 1983–1986, the DOE identified
five sites for a first repository in bedded salt (Davis Canyon, Utah and
Deaf Smith County, Texas), domed salt (Richton Dome, Mississippi),
tuff (Yucca Mountain, Nevada), and basalt (Hanford, Washington) for
constructing a repository, began to search for a crystalline rock
formation to site and prepare activities essential for a second
repository (initially identified thirty-six a proposal for a monitored
retrievable storage facility to receive, consolidate, package, and
temporarily store spent fuel prior to shipment to a repository. The DOE
was required by the 1982 legislation to work closely with officials of
the states and Native Americans and to involve the public in its
deliberations. The main source of revenue for the DOE’s program was
obtained from the nuclear utilities which were charged one mill per
kilowatt hour of electricity generated since 7 April 1983.58
Opposition to a geologic repository in all states and on all tribal
lands swelled, and elected officials also responded negatively in
increasing numbers. Bolstered by scientific, technical, cultural, and
procedural arguments against locating a repository in their states,
elected officials brought their messages to the chambers of the House
of Representatives and Senate.59 Four years after the 1982 Nuclear
Waste Policy Act was enacted, it was amended to site a repository in
one state that had the fewest members in the House of
Representatives—Nevada. Yucca Mountain was designated as the place
in which to construct a repository, and efforts to site one in crystalline
rock were halted. From 1986 to 2009, the DOE spent millions of
dollars preparing the Yucca Mountain site for approval by EPA and
NRC. However, true to his pledge when running for a first term as
President of the U.S., President Obama refused to include funding for
continuing work at Yucca in the 2010 budget. The primary reason was
rooted in the ongoing seismic activity in the area, though technical
concerns about the safe transportation of the spent fuel to Yucca
Mountain as well as political and public opposition to locating a
repository there may have influenced his decision.60
Plans for a monitored retrievable spent fuel storage facility met
a similar fate. In a report to Congress in 1989, the Secretary of Energy
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announced an initiative to use a “nuclear waste negotiator” who would
seek a community to identify a site for monitored retrievable storage
(MRS), the facility would be developed, and a license would be sought
from the NRC to begin accepting a limited amount of commercial spent
fuel in 1998 for temporary storage. A retrievable storage facility would
prepare and stage shipments of the spent fuel to a geologic repository
developed and operated by the DOE.61
After several unsuccessful attempts by the nuclear waste
negotiator to find a voluntary host community, the position was
eliminated in 1995. Among these attempts was an invitation in 1991 to
573 tribal leaders to apply for grants to determine the feasibility of
siting a MRS on their sovereign lands. Only nineteen applications were
submitted, sixteen tribes withdrew their applications, and three moved
through the three phases of the feasibility study. One of the three was
an application by the Mescalero Apache Tribal Council that viewed the
possibility of a storage site as a business opportunity through which to
lift their people from poverty.62 In the middle of the second phase of
the feasibility study, a group of thirty-nine nuclear utilities organized
around Northern States Power began to work with the tribal council to
establish a private storage facility. However, members of the tribe
disagreed about the desirability of siting a spent fuel storage facility on
tribal grounds. The tribe needed the money that a storage facility
would offer, but activists within the tribe expressed deep concern
about errors that might occur when transporting and storing nuclear
waste on their lands. After extensive educational efforts among
members of the tribe and a series of three ballots within a period of
four months in 1995, the Mescalero Apache and the consortium of
utilities dropped their efforts to establish a spent fuel storage facility
on tribal lands.63
Some federal legislators attempted during the 1990s to craft a
bill that would facilitate the establishment of a temporary consolidated
storage site for commercial spent fuel near the Yucca Mountain site,
but legislation was not passed.64 When interest surfaced in using the
DOE’s Waste Isolation Pilot Plant near Carlsbad, New Mexico65 for
storing commercial spent fuel, the State of New Mexico stationed four
employees at the plant to assure that no spent fuel enters the
facility.66
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Do failed promises to isolate highly radioactive spent fuel for the
past sixty years suggest any confidence in the federal government to
succeed with a proposal in the next fifty years? Sixty? One hundred?
Three hundred?67 While the past is not definitively predictive of the
outcome of the DOE’s stated intention to provide by 2058 a geologic
repository for permanently containing the spent fuel, can lessons be
learned from the past that can be built into planning to site and
prepare a repository for accepting the spent fuel? The GAO suggested
two lessons to be learned from the failure to site a repository in
Nevada’s tuff: (1) overcome social and political opposition by
“transparency, economic incentives, and education” and (2) establish
“consistent policy, funding, and leadership” that might better be
achieved by “an independent organization” instead of the DOE.68
Can learning from these two lessons reverse the vices of
imprudence and intergenerational injustice that have prevailed for
nearly sixty years? Based on studies following failures to site a
geologic repository for isolating the spent fuel, especially the
suspensions of the search for a second repository in crystalline rock
and the development of the Yucca Mountain site for a first repository,69
transparency is vital for prudent decision making. So also is
collaboration of all interested parties (e.g., states, local governments,
Native Americans, public interest organizations, electric utilities, and
designated representatives of future generations). Their cooperation is
essential for designing and carrying out a process for identifying and
implementing a solution for spent fuel isolation, for assuring that the
requisite data are collected and considered, for developing an
education program70 through which the process and data are
understandable to a wide array of people and communities, and for
establishing long-term monitoring of a disposal facility.
Economic incentives may help if the process is collaborative and
transparent. In addition to covering costs of involving governments
and non-government organizations, economic incentives may attract
the cooperation of state and local governments, tribes, and other
affected people for shouldering risks associated with developing a
geologic repository including transporting, packaging, emplacing, and
monitoring the site for release of radioactivity and interference with its
integrity. Adequate funding must also be put aside for future
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generations to continue to monitor the facility and minimize risks
associated with spent fuel disposition. These components should help
halt or minimize the current persistence of intergenerational injustice.
Should an independent agency be created to lead the search for
and implementation of a means of isolating the spent fuel from the
biosphere? Because the DOE and its predecessors have encountered
significant opposition to its scientific, technical, and methodologically
flawed efforts to site a repository in a geological formation,71 giving
the lead to an independent agency should be carefully considered. An
agency tainted by repeated failures, inadequacies in its collection and
assessment of data, and major mistakes when dealing with state,
local, and tribal governments and with the public will carry a stigma
that may invite resistance before the task has been initiated.72
Collaboration at the outset with a state or local government or a
Native American nation may help.
Of course, any effort to resolve the ongoing spent fuel
disposition dilemma may fail as have others in the past, but a
dedicated effort should be made nationally before new nuclear plants
are approved for construction and operation. Perhaps lessons learned
from past efforts will facilitate a successful national effort that
demonstrates this generation’s responsibility to future generations.
Following Aquinas, all are our neighbors, all deserve justice, and all
should be considered when making decisions. Individuals, groups
advocating a national plan, and national decision makers should strive
courageously to advocate making prudent decisions that reflect
intergenerational justice at all levels of governance.

Making A Judgment And Committing To
Intergenerational Justice
Having reviewed the facts of the past and the present, the next
step in the process of prudent decision making requires choosing from
among the possibilities a course of action that achieves good and
avoids evil.73 Consider the following three options:
•

Proceed to approve additional nuclear power plants before a
system for isolating the spent fuel from the biosphere is
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•

•

approved, developed, and accepting spent fuel from existing
nuclear power plants and has the capacity to accept spent fuel
from new nuclear power plants;
Approve more nuclear power plants after the NRC has granted
an operating license to isolate the spent fuel that has been
accumulating at existing nuclear power plants but does not
guarantee space for isolating the spent fuel from new plants;
and
Approve more nuclear power plants after the physical
acceptance of the spent fuel from existing plants is underway
and room for isolating the spent fuel resulting from new plants
is assured.
Which of these three options achieves good and avoids evil?

Option One?
This first option would continue the sixty-year practice of
licensing more nuclear power plants that will generate highly
radioactive spent fuel without assurance that it will be isolated from
the biosphere—the zone of life. Choosing this option means shifting to
the next generation (or more) the burden of monitoring and disposing
of the spent fuel resulting from the electricity that is generated. Of
course, this option continues the vice of intergenerational injustice that
elected and administrative U.S. governmental officials have been
demonstrating and perpetuating for sixty years. Thus, this vice will
persist in the future.

Option Two?
This option risks perpetuating the vice of intergenerational
injustice by failing to assure that the spent fuel offloaded from the
reactors of new plants will be isolated. This option also risks the
possibility that the spent fuel that has been accumulating at existing
plants for over sixty years will not be shipped to a place for isolation,
accepted, securely placed, and adequately monitored. Until a process
for isolating the spent nuclear fuel is fully operational and capable of
isolating the totality of spent nuclear fuel from existing and anticipated
plants, intergenerational justice cannot be demonstrated.
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Option Three?
New nuclear power plants could be approved when the licensed
process for accepting and isolating the spent fuel from existing nuclear
power plants is operating and space is assured for the spent fuel from
new plants. This option would break the sixty-year vices of imprudence
and intergenerational injustice—building nuclear power plants without
an operating means for isolating the spent fuel from the biosphere.
Nevertheless, managing the uploading of spent fuel into the
repository, sealing the repository, and monitoring it would remain the
obligation of future generations. Why? To assure that a breach will not
occur through human intervention either intentionally (e.g., to obtain
the radioactive isotopes to recycle for commercial or military purposes,
to satisfy inquisitive future generation about the nature of what is
there), unintentionally (e.g., breach of the site from another direction
that is not marked), or naturally through a seismic event or other
phenomenon. This burden may be mitigated to some extent by the
fact that the next generation will be benefiting from the electricity
produced at the new nuclear power plants, though subsequent
generations may not benefit in any way.
With option three, significant good can be accomplished—
assurance of a readily available means of isolating from the biosphere
the spent fuel from existing and new nuclear power plants. So also can
some evil be avoided—the sixty-year vice of pushing off to the next
the burden of managing, transporting, and uploading into a repository
the spent fuel that is generated by new nuclear power plants without
any benefit to the generation that is forced to manage and dispose of
the spent fuel. Thus, good is accomplished and the culpable evil of
imprudence and intergenerational injustice is avoided through this
option.
Nevertheless, potential evil lingers if the radioactivity is
somehow released from isolation during the hundreds of thousands of
years of decay. Minimizing this potential is essential to any isolation
plan. Minimizing this potential will require assuring that the safety of
future generations remains at the forefront of deliberations and is
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represented by present generations at each stage of planning and
execution.

Commanding A Decision
Aquinas explained that command is the chief act in prudent
decision making, and commanding correctly requires three
considerations—foresight, circumspection, and caution.74 All have
significance for the decision that is made and implemented. All three
lead to proscribing the addition of more nuclear-generated electricity
until a system is licensed and available for accepting all the spent fuel
produced by the new facilities. That foresight and circumspection come
after having made the judgment may seem strange. However, the
decision to achieve good and avoid evil has been made in the first and
second steps of making prudent decision according to Aquinas.
Implementing the judgment begins with command, and its
implementation involves double-checking to assure the judgment
made today is fitting for the future when considering possible
contingencies that may arise. Exercising circumspection aims to assure
that the judgment achieves good in light of a combination of
circumstances that may arise. Caution aims to assure that evil is
avoided through a firm understanding of the good to be achieved.

(1) Foresight
The practice of this virtue would aim to assure what is to be
commanded in the present is fitting in the future75 if accidents occur,
whether caused by humans, natural events, or a combination of
human error and natural events as happened in the Fukushima
Prefecture. We could speculate on a plethora of possibilities that might
occur in the future when choosing option (1) and option (2), including
the possibility that a means will not be available for isolating the spent
fuel either from existing nuclear plants where it has been accumulating
for sixty years or at new nuclear plants that are approved precipitously
for construction and operation. Whereas the nuclear industry and
regulatory agencies have been operating on this wishful thinking, it
does not equate with prudent decision making when viewed from
Aquinas’ perspective of the virtue. Decisions to build and operate
nuclear power plants have been made on the basis of wishful thinking.
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Wishful thinking epitomizes the vices of imprudence and
intergenerational injustice that has occurred in the U.S. for sixty years.
Of course, we could speculate on a plethora of problematic
possibilities if the method chosen for isolating spent fuel from the
biosphere proves inadequate despite efforts to assure its isolation for
the requisite hundreds of thousands of years that the radioactivity is
decaying. Among these problems are accidents through which
radioactivity is released while the spent fuel is transported to the
isolation site, handling the spent fuel at the site where it will be
packaged for isolation, placing it in the isolation area, finding space
adequate for all of the spent fuel that needs isolation, closing and
sealing the site, and monitoring it for leakage, buildup of radioactivity
within the site, and forced entry into it. The overall design of the site
and methods used to emplace the spent fuel, seal the repository, and
monitor it should minimize the possibility that the health and wellbeing of the next generation and beyond will be jeopardized.
Accepting responsibility now for proceeding to site and develop
a repository for the current inventory of spent fuel at nuclear power
plants while precluding the generation of more at new facilities is the
only option that complies with the foresight dimension of prudent
decision making. Choosing option three is warranted.

(2) Circumspection
Assuring that the decision made is suitable in light of a
combination of circumstances that may arise constitutes this next step
in implementing the decision.76 What combination of circumstances
may arise that needs to be considered before implementing the
decision? For Aquinas, circumstances are neither infinite nor are they
speculative; they are real. The availability of a source for generating
electricity is a major circumstance to consider when commanding the
implementation of a decision to proscribe the building of more nuclear
plants until an operating solution for isolating the highly radioactive
spent fuel from the biosphere is available.
How will the electricity be replaced? If more efficient means of
using electricity had been implemented in all sectors of the U.S.
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economy as it should have been (following the virtue of temperance)
and if renewable sources for generating electricity had been developed
to replace even half of this capacity (following the virtues of prudence
and justice), the combination of energy efficiency and renewable
sources might have been able to meet U.S. electricity needs as
Shrader-Frechette and others have proffered.77 Reports of energy use
in the United States have shown that electricity is both wasted and
used inappropriately in all sectors of the economy,78 and much more
has to be accomplished in homes, businesses, industries, cultural
institutions, and social settings. More efficient and appropriate use of
energy could play a significant role in reducing the demand for building
electricity generating facilities—both fossil and nuclear fueled.
Renewable energy must play a significant role in the future of the U.S.,
and a dedicated commitment to making a transition to renewables is
long overdue. Geothermal, biomass, radiant, hydro, wind, solar, wave,
and tidal powers must all be explored creatively and expeditiously.79
However, according to researchers at Stanford University and
the University of California, Irvine, the electric utilities’ opting for
natural gas is thwarting the move to renewable energy sources.80
Furthermore, leaks from natural gas at various stages of its fuel cycle
add the potent greenhouse gas methane to others that are forcing
changes in the global climate.81 A national plan is needed to specify
natural gas as a “bridge” toward a renewable and efficient energy
future, require the efficient use of this non-renewable resource, and
establish safeguards that minimize leaks from extraction to burning for
electricity generation.
This step of circumspection also requires critiquing nuclear
generation of electricity as the “clean air energy” option that will offset
the perils of fossil fuels.82 Proffering nuclear over coal and other fossil
fuels obfuscates the unique perils that result from their different fuel
cycles. Both pose threats to present and future generations, and both
threats must be addressed. The EPA’s Clean Power Plan addresses the
major threat of fossil fuel emissions that are forcing changes on the
global climate, and a national policy is essential to address the spent
nuclear fuel that continues to accumulate at power plants throughout
the U.S. as a prerequisite for increased reliance on nuclear generated
electricity.
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Whereas nuclear advocates have made their position clear,
public sentiment toward more nuclear in place of fossil-fueled plants is
less clear. For example, surveys of the public conducted at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) in 2002, 2007, and 2009
found “little evidence” that public concern about human-forced climate
change translates into higher levels of support for nuclear power.
When people were asked directly in the 2009 survey to trade off the
risks of nuclear and global warming, the MIT authors of The Future of
the Nuclear Fuel Cycle concluded from survey findings:
[T]he likelihood of supporting nuclear power is approximately
the same among those who said that global warming presented
a high risk and those who did not. If public understanding of
these two issues remains the same, then increasing concern
about global warming will not lead directly to increased support
for nuclear power. . . . However, over the past seven years we
have seen little evidence that those who are more concerned
about global climate emissions are more likely to support
nuclear power.83
The authors continued optimistically that a “connection might be
established with increased public understanding of the comparative
carbon emissions of fossil fuels and of nuclear power.”84 However, as
the MIT study was nearing completion, the Fukushima accident
occurred in a spent fuel pool, leading the authors to underscore the
need for a national spent fuel policy “rather than the ad-hoc policies”
that had been ongoing since commercial nuclear power plants began
operating.85
Whether or not the release of high levels of radioactivity from
the Fukushima spent fuel pools may increase public resistance to
adding more nuclear power plants has yet to be ascertained. The fact
that the radioactivity was released primarily from the spent fuel pools
and a vast area to the north, west, and south of the storage facility is
no longer habitable should shake the U.S. into realizing the importance
of assuring that the spent fuel in nuclear plants throughout the U.S. is
secure, a means for isolating it from the biosphere is determined, and
efforts are underway to isolate the spent fuel.86 To stall any longer
would be imprudent, especially if nuclear generated electricity is
deemed an important component of the U.S. energy mix. However
confident nuclear scientists are about the spent fuel pools of nuclear
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power plants in the U.S., accidents can happen as Fukushima attests.
Close regulation of nuclear plants and their waste management
facilities in the U.S. should minimize the possibility of major accidents.
At the present time, the thirty-one nuclear reactors operating in the
United States that are similar to Fukushima’s are undergoing safety
checks and improvements by order of the NRC.87
Assuming that siting a repository for spent nuclear fuel will
proceed without state, local government, and public resistance would
demonstrate abject ignorance of the recent past. The past sixty years
are replete with resistance by states, local governments, the public,
and, of course, officials elected from areas under consideration for
repository siting—Louisiana salt domes, crystalline rock in seventeen
states, and tuff in Nevada.88 Can and will two repositories be sited
promptly as urged by the Blue Ribbon Task Force? Can and will at least
one be designed and licensed by 2042 and operating by 2048 as
stipulated by the Obama administration?89 If the Yucca Mountain site is
licensed and operating by 2048 and capable of accepting all the spent
fuel accumulating at nuclear plants today, will a second repository be
available to receive the spent fuel that will accumulate tomorrow and
beyond at existing plants?90 Will the federal government learn from
lessons of past attempts to site a repository to accept spent fuel?91 Will
the job of citing a repository be passed to a quasi-government agency
as encouraged by the Blue Ribbon Task Force because the DOE and
prior agencies repeatedly failed?92 Will evaluation of the Fukushima
spent fuel pool accident lead to a federal decision to move the spent
fuel currently stored at nuclear plants to a consolidated facility as the
MIT Study Group speculated?93 Will a repository or an alternate means
of isolating the spent fuel from the biosphere ever be made available?
Speculation could continue indefinitely. However, focusing on
the facts as Aquinas urged is warranted at this stage of the command
process. The facts are: (1) highly radioactive spent fuel continues to
accumulate at nuclear power plants; (2) a solution for isolating it from
the biosphere is not available after several failed attempts to
implement the preferred isolation methods; and (3) the spent fuel
remains in storage pools that have been reconfigured for more dense
storage than originally anticipated and placed outside on concrete
slabs. Knowing these facts, adding to the stockpiles by approving more
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nuclear power plants would be highly imprudent. Waiting for the
implementation of a spent fuel management program that includes
acceptance of these by-products of electricity generation would be
prudent and just, thus halting the vices of imprudence and injustice
that have been ongoing for sixty years. In the meantime, better
management strategies of the spent fuel stored in pools and on
concrete slabs at existing nuclear plants must be determined and
implemented.94

(3) Caution
For Aquinas, caution is essential at this stage of implementing a
decision. He insisted that caution is required to avoid evil through a
firm understanding of the good.95 The decision to proscribe adding
more nuclear power plants until permanent disposition of spent fuel
from existing facilities is underway aims to avoid the evil of shifting to
the next or future generations the burden and the risks of managing,
transporting, and isolating it from the biosphere. Because the vices of
imprudence and intergenerational injustice have been so entrenched in
spent fuel decision making up to this point, considerable caution must
be exerted to assure that this structural evil does not persist.
Thus, prudent individuals who are committed to justice and
groups of individuals who collaborate in making prudent decisions and
advocating intergenerational justice will:
•

•

Pressure elected officials to pass legislation that will tend
seriously and conclusively to the long-overdue task of isolating
the spent nuclear fuel and to require at least annual updates on
progress made toward disposition.96 In the meantime, prudent
and just people will refuse to accept stall tactics and make
approving any new nuclear plants contingent upon the
acceptance of the spent fuel that is accumulating at current
operating plants for permanent isolation at a disposal facility.
Require regulators and utilities to identify and implement
lessons learned at Fukushima to assure that the spent fuel
accumulating at existing nuclear power plants is safely handled
and stored. Though Aquinas did not equate the command
component of prudence with fear,97 fear that present and future
humans, species, and ecological systems may be harmed by a
release of radioactivity from the spent fuel pools due to
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•

•

•

•

•

mechanical or human error is warranted and that should keep
technicians, managers, elected officials, and the public alert to
the need for safe storage. Lessons learned from Fukushima
should be implemented as should human errors at Three Mile
Island, Chernobyl, Windscale in England, Fermi 1 in Detroit, and
SL-1 in Idaho Falls.98
Participate in opportunities to learn about, review, and comment
on efforts to isolate spent fuel from the biosphere so harm to
humans, other species, and ecological systems is avoided.
Openness to learn and participate should counter any
tendencies toward narrow mindedness, docility,99 and
negligence which adversely affect one’s ability to reason–the
distinguishing characteristic of humans among other
creatures.100
Be alert to proposals for investigating geological repository
sites, become informed about these proposals, and participate
in proceedings with a dedication to assure people in the present
and in the future are not adversely affected, including people on
advisory panels who are most vulnerable and people who can
represent future generations of humans and other species.
Avoid being lured by government officials, the nuclear industry,
and the electric utilities into the structural evil of imprudence
and intergenerational injustice by warnings that more nuclear
power plants need to be approved for construction and
operation in the U.S. now so that our country can avoid
dependency on foreign oil for national security reasons. Efforts
have barely begun to use oil, natural gas, and other fossil fuels
efficiently, to develop and support the use of renewable sources
of energy, and to implement the wide array of energy efficiency
strategies in all sectors of the economy.101
Rebuke the hyperbole that more electricity generated by nuclear
fission must be accepted to offset the carbon output that is
forcing changes on the global climate, demonstrate a
commitment to minimize carbon output wherever one has
authority individually and collectively, demand incentives to
implement more efficient technologies, and push for a tax on
carbon that will serve as a disincentive of overuse and/or
inefficient or inappropriate use.
Demand that subsidies to nuclear not exceed subsidies to the
development and implementation of energy efficiency strategies
in all sectors of the U.S. economy and renewable sources of
energy.

The fact that the nuclear industry wants even more subsidies
should caution decision makers to the economic pitfalls of having
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opted for nuclear generated electricity that was “sold” to become “too
cheap to meter.” Instead, nuclear fission has become too expensive to
generate electricity without hefty subsidies from governments.102
Nuclear never has been viable without hefty subsidies and remains
non-viable without them, as President Obama has demonstrated.
Sustaining prudent and just decisions can be highly challenging
when the time frame for achieving the heretofore goal of establishing
and operating a means for isolating spent nuclear fuel from the
biosphere. Following Aquinas, prudent individuals and communities
must be steadfastly cautious and alert to impediments that might
deter implementing the decision.

Remaining Steadfastly Cautious—The Virtue Of
Fortitude
Developing the habit of remaining steadfast is essential if the
intended good is to be achieved and evil avoided. Through the habit of
remaining steadfast, prudent individuals and groups will be inclined to
persevere despite impediments that may weaken their resolve—
especially as decades pass, memories shorten, and other pressing
issues emerge.103
Though Aquinas considered the habit/virtue of fortitude to
incline humans to be steadfast despite fear and other passions that
may impede their acting according to the dictates of prudence,104 this
virtue can be understood as fortifying the human resolve to take
actions for fear of failing to be virtuous in this life,105 for failing to be
prudent about approving more nuclear plants before a means of
isolating the spent fuel is operable, for failing to be just toward future
humans by thrusting the burden for spent fuel management and
disposition on them, and for failing to be moderate in using
electricity.106
Should individuals fear failing to become virtuous persons by
continuing this imprudence and intergenerational injustice and leaving
the aftermath to be resolved by the next generation and beyond?
Should a group of prudent individuals who are committed to justice
fear failing? Should U.S. government decision makers fear failing its
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responsibility to the next generation by leaving a legacy of highly
radioactive spent fuel?
Fear of failing to halt the ongoing imprudence and
intergenerational injustice should weigh heavily on the consciences of
individuals, in the collective consciousness of groups, and on the
consciousness of national decision makers who are ultimately
responsible for assuring the isolation of the spent fuel before
approving the construction of new nuclear power plants. The fear of
failing to bring an end to approving more nuclear plants before a spent
fuel isolation system is operating marks forever this generation’s
legacy to future generations. They will remember and scoff at ours for
leaving an oppressive problem for them to resolve at their risks and
repercussions.
Conversely, to leave the legacy of a courageous effort to resolve
sixty years of imprudence and injustice, individuals who have
developed the habits of making prudent decisions and acting justly
toward others will persist in their commitment to demonstrate their
opposition to approval and support for more nuclear power plants until
a process for isolating the highly radioactive spent fuel accumulating at
existing plants is isolated from the biosphere of Earth. Groups of
prudent and just individuals will draw upon the virtue of fortitude to
persist in advocating a national policy that precludes approving new
nuclear power plants and initiates an earnest effort to isolate the spent
fuel. National decision makers who are prudent and just will draw upon
the virtue of fortitude to persist in pressuring their colleagues to
establish a policy that precludes approving more nuclear plants and a
plan that will isolate the spent nuclear fuel from contact with human
and all forms of life.
At their various levels of endeavor, individuals acting solely,
individuals collaborating with one another to form groups, and national
decision makers are assured of God’s continuous offer of help—of
grace—to persist in their efforts.107 Courage can be nurtured and
bolstered within groups to remain steadfast when advocating
intergenerational justice.
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Motivation For Becoming Prudent And
Demonstrating Justice
According to Aquinas, the theological virtue of love—caritate—
motivates a person to become and remain prudent and just. Caritate is
a special kind of love infused in the human soul by God108 which unites
humans to God109 and unites humans to one another.110 When loving
another, the person also loves the other’s friends and acquaintances
as well as strangers to the other and even the other’s enemies.111 The
lover wishes the beloved happiness in this life and hopes for the
person’s ultimate good which is happiness with God forever.112
Aquinas’s insight on loving one’s neighbor with the highest kind
of love is compelling when contemplating increased reliance on nuclear
generated electricity as spent fuel continues to accumulate at power
plants and adding more is proffered. One’s neighbor would include
neighbors in the next generation and beyond. One does not love one’s
neighbors by intentionally burdening them with managing,
transporting, and attempting to isolate the spent fuel that has been
offloaded from nuclear plants for sixty years and the spent fuel that
will be offloaded from new plants if approved precipitously. This
burden constitutes the opposite of love—lack of caring, abject
selfishness, blatant irresponsibility, and callousness. Approving and
facilitating more nuclear power plants when a system for isolating the
highly radioactive spent fuel has not yet been established is an
intentional affront to children today, to the next generation, and
generations into the future.
Love for one’s neighbors considered inclusively and expansively
has significance for all people today. Love for one’s neighbor can and
should motivate individuals, advocacy groups, and national decision
makers to establish a policy that demonstrates prudence and
intergenerational justice pertaining to the spent fuel dilemma. Love of
one’s neighbor should be especially motivational for people at all levels
of governance who profess faith in God, love God, and wish for eternal
life in God’s presence. As the late theologian Karl Rahner explained in
the twentieth century, love for God is demonstrated by loving one’s
neighbor.113
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